1. Introductory Booklets & Books (High School/Adult)
Pocket size booklets - great little introductions to various creation topics; $0.50 each:
A New Beginning, Celcil Eggert, (2007, 16 pages, ill.). A call to repentance.
$0.50
Are ETs & UFOs Real? Dr. Jason Lisle, (2007, 24 pages, ill.)
$0.50
Big Problems With the Big Bang, Dr. Jason Lisle, (2008, 16 pages, ill.). Does the big
bang fit with the Bible? No.
$0.50
Creation vs. Evolution: Irrefutable Proof, Dr. Jason Lisle, (2010, 32 pages, ill.). The
Biblical creation worldview is the only logical position on origins.
$0.50
Does Carbon Dating Disprove the Bible?, Dr. Don Batten, (2002, 42 pages, ill.). A good
introductory booklet dealing with radiometric dating methods and the age of the earth.
$0.50
Does God Exist?, Drs. Don Batten/Jonathan Sarfati, (2008, 32 pages, ill.).
$0.50
Evidence for Special Creation, Dr. Carl Wieland, (2000, 16 pages, ill.). A little introductory
booklet giving the major categories of scientific evidences.
$0.50
Evolution, Creation & the Culture Wars, Ken Ham, (2005, 20 pages, ill.).
$0.50
From Creation to Bethlehem, Ken Ham, (2005, 24 pages, ill.).
$0.50
From Evolution to Creation, Dr. Gary Parker, (2000, 16 pages). An introductory booklet
giving Dr. Parker’s personal testimony in Q&A format.
$0.50
Gay Marriage: Are there Answers?, Ken Ham/C. Wieland, (2004, 42 pgs., ill.).
$0.50
The Good News, (2008, 24 pages, ill.).
$0.50
How can we see distant stars in a young universe?, Drs. Wieland/Batten, (2008, 32 pgs). $0.50
How did all the animals fit on Noah’s Ark?, Dr. Don Batten, (2008, 24 pgs, ill.).
$0.50
Is Natural Selection the Same Thing as Evolution?, Dr. Georgia Purdom, (2008, 24 pages,
ill.). Natural Selection only selects from existing biological information, not generate new info. $0.50
Is There Really a God?, Ken Ham, (1998, 40 page booklet, ill.). This booklet introduces the
evidences for God from biological design and the Scriptures.
$0.50
MAMMOTH Riddle of the Ice Age, Dr. Jonathan Sarfati, (2000, 24 pages, ill.). An
introductory booklet on the Siberian “frozen mammoth” discovery.
$0.50
Millions of Years & the Downfall of the Christian West, Dr. Terry Mortenson, (2005,
24 pages, ill.).
$0.50
‘Natural’ Evidences for the Creator-God of the Bible, Dr. Carl Wieland, (2008, 24 pages,
ill.). Evidences in ‘nature’ that strongly imply an extremely intelligent Creator-God.
$0.50
Noah’s Flood - what about all that water?, Dr. Don Batten, (2008, 30 pages, ill.). Where
did the water for the Flood come from and where did it go?
$0.50
Pocket Guide to Effective Evangelization, Ken Ham, (2006, 20 pages, ill.)
$0.50
The Purpose and Meaning of Life, Ken Ham, (2007, 24 pages, ill.).
$0.50
Seven Reasons Why We Should Not Accept Millions of Years, Dr. Terry Mortenson,
(2007, 24 pages, ill.)
$0.50
Six Days or Millions of Years?, Ken Ham, (2002, 48 pages, ill.). This booklet lays out
the case for a recent, six-day creation.
$0.50
The Seven C’s of History, Ken Ham/Stacia McKeever, (2004, 32 pages, ill.).
$0.50
Uncovering the Real Nativity, AiG, (2010, 32 pages, ill.). Separate tradition from history. $0.50
Was there really a Noah’s Ark and Flood?, Ken Ham, (2005, 24 pages, ill.).
$0.50
What About Continental Drift?, Drs. Batten/Walker, (2008, 32 pages, ill.).
$0.50
What About the Arguments for Evolution?, Dr. Don Batten, (2008, 32 pages, ill.).
$0.50
What About the Ice Age?, Dr. Don Batten, (2008, 30 pages, ill.). Biblical answers.
$0.50
What Does the Bible Say about Astronomy?, Dr. Jason Lisle, (2005, 24 pages, ill.). An
easy to read introduction to important questions we face.
$0.50
What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?, Ken Ham, (2001,48 pages, ill.). A good little
introductory booklet putting dinosaurs in a scriptural context.
$0.50
Where Did Cain Get His Wife?, Ken Ham, (1993, 40 pages, ill.). Excellent introductory
booklet answering this often asked question.
$0.50
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Where Did the Races Come From?, Ken Ham/Carl Wieland/Don Batten, (1999, 48 pages,
ill.). Excellent introductory booklet dealing with racism from a Biblical perspective.
$0.50
Why Does God’s Creation Include Death and Suffering?, Mitchell, (2011, 24 pgs, ill.).
$0.50
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

More in-depth booklets from Creation Ministries International. $4.00 each:
15 Reasons To Take Genesis As History, Batten/Sarfati (Rev. 2013, 32 pages).
$4.00
Gay Marriage: right or wrong? And who decides?, Bates/Cosner (2013, 40 pages).
$4.00
How Did We Get Our Bible? And is it the Word of God?, Bates/Cosner (2014, 40 pgs, ill.) $4.00
Is Human Life Special?, Bates/Cosner (2015, 48 pages, ill.).
$4.00
*Skeptics vs Creationists - A Formal Debate, (2006, 48 pages). “You be the judge…”
$4.00
Stones and Bones, Dr. Carl Wieland (1994, 40 pages, ill.). This concise, information-packed
book covers a wide range of subjects including fossils, DNA, mutations, Cain’s wife, radiometric
dating, and dinosaurs in easy-to-understand language. Makes a great witnessing tool.
$4.00
The Genesis Flood - Fact or Fiction?, Dr. Tas Walker (Rev. 2013, 32 pages, ill.).
$4.00
What On Earth Is God Doing?, Rob Clark (2014, 40 pages, ill.).
$4.00
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*6 Days - Not Billions of Years!, Bates/Cosner (2016, 64 pages, full color ill.). This is a magazine
format compilation of numerous articles from CMI dealing with the title’s topic. NEW!
$7.00
*Answers Book 4 Teens, Vol. 1, Hodge/Mitchell/Hamm (2011, 96 pages, color ill.). God’s
answers to 15 vital questions teens are asking.
$15.00
*Answers Book 4 Teens, Vol. 2, Hodge/Mitchell/Hamm (2012, 96 pages, color ill.). God’s
answers to 15 more vital questions teens are asking.
$15.00
The New Answers Book, Ken Ham ed. (2006, 382 pages, ill.). “Over 25 questions on Creation/
Evolution and the Bible” (Sub-title)
$15.00
The New Answers Book - Study Guide, (2007, 56 pages).
$4.00
The New Answers Book, Vol. 2, Ken Ham ed. (2008, 377 pages, ill.). “Over 30 questions on
Creation/Evolution and the Bible” (Sub-title)
$15.00
The New Answers Book, Vol. 2 - Study Guide, (2008, 56 pages).
$4.00
The New Answers Book, Vol. 3, Ken Ham ed. (2010, 381 pages, ill.). “Over 35 questions on
Creation/Evolution and the Bible” (Sub-title)
$15.00
The New Answers Book, Vol. 3 - Study Guide, (2010, 56 pages).
$4.00
The New Answers Book, Vol. 4, Ken Ham ed. (2013, 414 pages, ill.). “Over 30 questions on
Creation/Evolution and the Bible” (Sub-title)
$15.00
Casebound Set of 4 New Answers Books above (less Study Guides).
$55.00
Astronomy and the Bible - Questions and Answers, Dr. Donald DeYoung (2010,155 pgs., ill.).
100 questions on astronomy and the universe are answered from the Christian perspective. $15.00
Completing The Picture, A Handbook on Museums and Interpretive Centers dealing with
Fossils, Dr. Margaret Helder, (Rev. 1993, 140 pages, ill.). Discussions on various fossil groups
including dinosaurs, designed to help people critically evaluate the evolutionary interpretations
accompanying fossil displays in most museums. Information is presented at both grade 8 and
adult levels.
$12.95
The Controversy, Donald Chittick (1984, 280 pages). A very readable, comprehensive, and
helpful introduction to the creation/evolution issue.
$12.95
The Creation Answers Book, Batten/Catchpoole/Sarfati/Wieland (2006, 269 pages, ill.). “More
than 60 of the Most-Asked Questions About Creation, Evolution, and the Book of Genesis
Answered!” (Sub-title)
$14.00
Creation: Facts of Life, Dr. G. Parker (Rev. 2006, 240 pages, ill.). This biologist and former
evolutionist presents the classic arguments for evolution used in universities, schools, and the
media, and refutes them in an entertaining and easy-to-read style.
$12.00
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Dinosaurs of Eden - Did Adam and Noah Live with Dinosaurs?, Ken Ham (Rev. 2015, 64
pages, color ill., hardcover). “Fully revised and updated, this beloved classic will take you on a
breathtaking trip across time to the biblical foundation of dinosaurs.” (Cover)
$16.00
Discerning Truth, Dr. Jason Lisle (2010, 141 pages, ill.). “A practical and engaging resource on
the use of logic in [the creation/evolution] debate.” (back cover)
$10.00
Evolution Exposed - Biology, Roger Patterson (2006, 300 pages, ill.). A “survival guide” for
today’s students - this book documents and refutes the blatant evolutionary bias of most
popular high school biology textbooks today.
$12.00
Evolution Exposed - Earth Science, Roger Patterson (2008, 300 pages, ill.). A “survival guide”
for today’s students - this book documents and refutes the blatant evolutionary bias of most
popular high school earth science textbooks today.
$16.00
The Evolution Handbook, Vance Farrell (2001, 992 pages, ill.). “Thousands of scientific facts,
disproving every basic area of evolutionary theory.” (Back cover) Great reference book.
$5.00
Evolution: The Grand Experiment, Dr. Carl Werner (2007, hardcover, 363 pages, full color ill.).
This easy-to-read, well laid out book shows the impossibility of evolutionary teachings.
$29.00
Evolution: The Grand Experiment - Teacher’s Manual, Dr. Werner (2008, 255 pages). $17.00
Also available is a CD-ROM containing video clips, PDF’s and electronic files. $13.21 + PST
Evolution: Living Fossils, Vol. II, Dr. Carl Werner (2008, hardcover, 274 pages, full color ill.).
This easy-to-read, well laid out book shows the impossibility of evolutionary teachings.
$29.00
Evolution: Living Fossils, Vol. II - Teacher’s Manual, Dr. Werner (2009, 274 pages).
$17.00
Also available is a CD-ROM containing video clips, PDF’s and electronic files. $13.21 + PST
Also available are DVDs on the material in the above 2 books. See top of page 26.
Faith, Form and Time, Dr. Kurt Wise (2002, 287 pages, ill.). “Solid biblical and scientific evidence
that the universe was created by God in 6 24-hour days less than 10,000 years ago.”
$17.95
Footprints in the Ash, Drs. John Morris/Steve Austin (2003, 128 pages, hardcover, full color
pictures throughout). This book, sub-titled The Explosive Story of Mount St. Helens, not
only shows what happened but teaches us many valuable lessons from the event!
$17.00
The Fossil Record: Unearthing Nature’s History of Life, Dr. J. Morris/Frank Sherwin
(2010, 189 pages, hard cover, full color ill.). This book shows how the fossil record fits
much better with the creation view of history than with evolution.
$20.00
Frozen in Time, Michael Oard (2004, 217 pgs., ill.). “The Woolly Mammoth, The Ice Age,
And The Bible” This sub-title to the book gives a good clue as to the topics covered from a
Biblical world view in this interesting read.
$13.00
The Global Flood: Unlocking Earth’s Geologic History, Dr. John Morris (2012, 176 pages,
hardcover, full color ill.). This book presents the indisputable evidence of a global flood in
a way the layman can easily understand.
$20.00
Grand Canyon: a Different View, Tom Vail with contributions by 23 leading creationists of
our day (2003, hardcover, 104 pages, full-color pictures). The best and most beautiful nonevolutionary book available on the Grand Canyon. A Great Book!
$17.00
Grand Canyon: Monument to Catastrophe, Dr. Steve Austin, ed. (1994, 284 pages, color ill.).
This guidebook gives a Biblical perspective on the geological strata, fossils, radioisotope dating,
biology, archeology, and much more. It contains dozens of color pictures, maps, and ill’ns. $22.00
Guide to Animals, Frank Sherwin (2013, 117 pages, hardcover, full color ill.). Fascinating facts
about dozens of different animals with their uniquely designed features that point to their intelligent
Creator.
$20.00
Guide to Creation Basics, ICR staff (2013, 117 pages, hardcover, full color ill.). This book lays a
solid foundation for belief in creation from the Earth Sciences, Physical Sciences, Life Sciences,
Myths & Fallacies, and, most importantly, from the Bible.
$20.00
Guide to Dinosaurs, ICR staff (2014, 117 pages, hardcover, full color ill.). “Examine the evidence
and discover that the Bible tells the real dinosaur story.” (back cover)
$20.00
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Guide to the Human Body, ICR staff (2015, hardcover, 118 pages, full color ill.). “The design of
the human body inspired awe and fascination.” (back cover)
$20.00
Guide to the Universe, ICR staff (2016, hardcover, 117 pages, full color ill.). This book “explores
evidence of our Creator’s power and the truth of His Word - even to the remotest parts of the
cosmos.” (back cover)
$20.00
If Animals Could Talk, Werner Gitt (Rev. 2001, 128 pgs., ill.). This devotional book explains
many unique characteristics of various animals as if being told by the animals themselves. $9.00
In the Beginning: Compelling Evidence for Creation and the Flood, Dr. Walter Brown (eighth
edition 2008, hardcover, 428 pages, color ill.). This well written book summarizes evidences for
creation from several disciplines and then presents his “hydroplate theory.”
$35.00
Is the Big Bang Biblical? and 99 other Questions, Dr. John Morris (2003, 224 pages). This book
answers questions dealing with Biblical issues, biology, creation, geology, and the physical
sciences as well as the impacts on society and individuals.
$13.00
Life in the Great Ice Age, Michael & Beverly Oard (1993, 72 pages, hardcover, color ill.). This
"novel" describes what life was probably like in Europe near the end of the "Ice Age" which is
believed to have been caused by Noah's Flood.
$14.00
*Our Amazing Created Solar System, Russell Grigg ed. (2016, 152 pages, hardcover, full color
ill.). “16 articles by 8 [CMI] authors document that God created our amazing solar system.” (subtitle). NEW!
$19.00
Our Created Moon, Drs. Donald DeYoung/John Whitcomb (Revised 2010, hardcover, 96 pages,
full color ill.). “Now completely revised and expanded, [this book] is filled with the most current
full-color images, facts and figures, and innovative teaching resources.” (back cover)
$15.00
A Pocket Guide To…, Answers in Genesis series (2008-2015, 96 pages each, ill.). Each $6.00
A Young Earth - Evidence that supports the biblical perspective.
Apemen - Separating fact from fiction.
Astronomy - What is the biblical perspective?
Atheism - Understanding the inherent problems of a no-God worldview.
Best Evidences - Science and the Bible refute millions of years.
Charles Darwin - His life and impact.
Compromise - Refuting non-biblical interpretations of Genesis 1
Dinosaurs - Is there a biblical explanation?
Global Warming - A scientific and biblical exposé of climate change.
Logic & Faith - Discerning truth in logical arguments.
Noah’s Ark - A biblical and scientific look at the Genesis account.
Satan & the Serpent - A biblical view of Satan and evil.
Six Days - How long were the days in Genesis 1?
Social Issues - What does the Bible say about morality?
The Bible - How do we know it can be trusted?
The Global Flood - A biblical and scientific look at the catastrophe that changed the world.
The Human Body - Intricate design that glorifies the Creator.
UFOs & ETs - A biblical and cultural exploration of aliens.
What Is Science? - Understanding observable vs. historical science.
Secrets of the Sixth Edition - Darwin Discredits His Own Theory, Randall Hedtke (2010, 160
pages). This book “exposes the critical flaws of [his] landmark book by using Darwin’s own
words against him.” (Back cover)
$12.00
The Stargazer’s Guide to the Night Sky, Dr. Jason Lisle (2012, 240 pages, hardcover, full color
illustrated.). Anyone from students to amateur astronomers can use this book to help them better
understand what to look for and what they are seeing in the wonderful night sky. GREAT! $35.00
Taking Back Astronomy - The Heavens Declare Creation, Dr. Jason Lisle (2006, 128 pages,
hardcover, full color ill.). Written for the layperson, it answers many of the difficult questions
about astronomy and the Bible.
$16.00
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The Ultimate Proof of Creation - resolving the origins debate, Dr. Jason Lisle (2009, 256 pages,
ill.). “There is an argument for creation that is powerful, conclusive, and has no true rebuttal.” (Back
cover) An EXCELLENT book but heavy in logic/philosophy. (See also “The Ultimate Apologetics”
DVD set by Lisle on page 27.
$14.00
Uncovering the Mysterious Woolly Mammoth, Michael & Beverly Oard (2007, hardcover,
72 pages, full color ill.). “Life at the end of the great ice age.” (Sub-title)
$16.00
Unlocking the Mysteries of Creation, Dennis Petersen (Rev. 2012, hardcover, 240 pages, full
color ill.). A textbook for the Christian family.
$30.00
Unlocking the Mysteries of Genesis, Dr. Henry Morris III (2016, 282 pages, ill.). “Explore the
Science and Miracles of Creation” (sub-title)
$20.00
Unlocking the Mysteries of Genesis - student guide. ICR (2014, 141 pages, full color ill.).
“Through thought-provoking questions, fun puzzles, further reading, and group activities, this
resource will help affirm your students’ faith and guide them into the truth of God’s creation.” (Back
cover) Includes an answer key.
$14.00
Unlocking the Mysteries of Genesis - viewer guide. ICR (2014, 110 pages, full color ill.). Extra
copies of this guide to ICR’s new 12-part DVD series by the same name are available for group
study. See page 28 for the DVD set.
$7.00
UNTOLD SECRETS OF PLANET EARTH is a series from Vance Nelson in Alberta.
*Amazon Expedition (Discovery Series), Vance Nelson (2015, 47 pages, full color ill.). “Come on
an exciting adventure to the Amazon rainforest in Peru, and see new evidence that suggests
dinosaurs have lived recently.” (back cover)
$17.00
*Dire Dragons, Vance Nelson (Rev. 2017, 139 pages, hardcover, full color ill.). Vance’s personal
research around the world shows that the numerous ‘Dragon’ legends in many different cultures
document human encounters with the famous ‘Dinosaurs’ of recent times. REVISED!
$30.00
*Flood Fossils of Planet Earth, Vance Nelson (2014, 200 pages, hardcover, full color ill.). “How
would the world change with the knowledge that Noah, the Ark, and the Flood were absolutely true?
Flood Fossils provides real, solid, and prodigious evidences for the veracity of Noah’s Flood.
Prepare to be amazed.” (Back cover)
$32.00
*Monumental Monsters, Vance Nelson (2017, 211 pages, hardcover, full color ill.). “Delve into the
mystery surrounding fossils of gigantic creatures that have been unearthed all over this
planet.” (back cover) NEW!
$32.00
Wonders Without Number - Created with Purpose or Conceived from Chaos?, David Rives
(2012, 184 pages, color ill.). “[T]his book will enlighten and inspire, as it takes you on a journey
through the wonders of the universe...” (back cover)
$18.00
The World That Perished, John Whitcomb, (revised 1988, 178 pages, ill.). This is a forceful sequel
to The Genesis Flood which affirms the authority of the Word of God.
$12.00
The Young Earth, Dr. John Morris (Rev. 2007, hardcover, 144 pages, full color ill.). “The Real
History of the Earth - Past, Present, and Future.” (Sub-title) The geologist author explains in
easy-to-understand terms how true science supports a young earth. Includes a Power Point
CD-ROM. Use it to teach and challenge.
$18.00
Your Guide to the Grand Canyon, Vail/Oard/Hergenrather/Bokoboy (2008, 190 pages,
hardcover-coil, full color ill.). “A Different Perspective.” (Sub-title) It makes you feel as if you had
almost been there yourself. Excellent!
$16.00
Your Guide to Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, Oard/Vial/Bokoboy/Hergenrather
(2012, 188 pages, hardcover-coil, full color ill.). The latest guide book containing beautiful color
pictures and a creation interpretation of these USA parks. Excellent!
$16.00
Your Guide to Zion and Bryce Canyon National Parks, Oard/Vial/Bokoboy/Hergenrather
(2010, 178 pages, hardcover-coil, full color ill.). Another excellent guide book containing
beautiful color pictures and creation interpretation. Excellent!
$16.00
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